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Abstract. We assume that q : Rm —► E (m > 3) is a measurable function with

the property that its negative and positive parts, respectively, belong to the Kato

class K(Rm) and KXoc(Rm). We prove a conjecture by B. Simon concerning

the finiteness of the lower spectrum of an s.a. realization of the Schrödinger

expression -A + q in L (Mm) bounded from below.

Introduction

Let #: Rm —> R (wz > 3) be a measurable function and let A € 1 such

that there exist a number R > 0 and a function v in the complement ER

of the closure of the open ball BR (radius R, center at the origin) satisfying

v £ C (ER) and v > 0, q - X= ^jj- in ER. With the use of Gauss's theorem,

writing n for the unit outward normal field on dBR+x , one sees that

I, {\V<p\2 + (q-X)\<p\2}

^ -2      f W,f 2   -Cp  2        f VV .    .2 , „= /      v   vj    - /       n — \cp\        (<p£C{
'™,m)),

of which the estimate

f ßVtp\2 + (q-X)\<p\2}(2) m

>[    {^<P\2 + (c¡-m\2}- Í      n^\cp\2       (^C0°°(Rffl))

is an immediate consequence. Under a further stipulation on q , an s.a. opera-

tor T in L (Rm) which is bounded from below is associated with the left-hand
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side of inequality (2). In a seminal work, Piepenbrink [11, Corollary 4.1 ] proved

that the spectrum of T in (-oo, X) is a finite set. This was accomplished by

verifying that the right-hand side of (2) is defined and positive for all elements

in the domain of T orthogonal to a finite set in L2(Rm) composed of eigen-

functions of an appropriate operator with compact resolvent. Allegretto [2, 3, 4]

and B. Simon [14, §C8] showed that this result also applies for operators exhibit-

ing a more general principal part or a potential q with a stronger singularity.

Assuming that the negative part q" of q satisfies

lim sup / \x -y\ ~mq~dy - 0,
r¿° x€RmJ\x-y\<r

and that the positive part meets a similar local condition, Simon proved the

following implication: If there exist a number R > 0 and a distributional

solution v of (-A + q)v = Xv in Rw which is positive in ER, then o(T) D

(-oo, X) is finite (and X is majorized by the infimum of the essential spectrum

of T).
Our concern here is to establish the conjecture of Simon [14, p. 518] that the

preceding implication still remains true when the negative and positive parts

of q, respectively, belong to the Kato class K(Rm) and KXoc(Rm) (see §1).

These weaker stipulations are compatible with a distributional solution v of

(-A + q)v — Xv in Rm having an unbounded distributional gradient. Apart

from confirming inequality (2) in our case, it proves to be difficult to estimate

its right-hand side from below. The crucial point is to show that for e > 0

there is a number 3 > 0 satisfying

(3) f      n^\ç>\2<e[     \V<p\2 + öf     \cp\2       (cp£C™(Mm)),
J9BR+I       V JBR+¡ JBR+¡

which holds especially when |Vi>| is bounded on dBR+x , as guaranteed by

Piepenbrink's hypotheses. Evans and Lewis [5, §5] have recently noticed that

by appealing to the trace theorem and the compactness of the imbedding y :

H {Br+i) -* I- (ôBr+i)* inequality (3) can be verified at most for ^ e

Lp(dBR+x), with p > 1 (m = 2) and p = m - 1 (m > 3). Since a dis-

tributional solution v as above is known merely to meet (Vv)2 £ LlXoc(Rm),

this observation allows us to prove Simon's conjecture only for m < 3. We

therefore find it appropriate to start out from an equality differing from (1)

essentially by the absence of any surface integral (see Proposition 2). Showing

that (Vv)2 £ KXoc(Rm), we shall then deduce the existence of a number C > 0

with

(4) /  {\V<p\2 + (q- X)\<p\2} >\f     \V<p\2 -CÍ     \<p\2       (cp £ C(Rm)).
Jar 2 jgK+t JBr+i

Inequality (4) is compared with (2) in proving the desired result by returning

to a corollary of the spectral theorem.
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In §1, after specifying some notation, we shall present our main result (The-

orem 1). The full details of the proof will be expounded in §2. For technical

simplifications, the case m = 2 will be excluded in our considerations.

1. Main result

We start with some notation. If x £ Rm , r > 0, we let

Br(x):={y\y£Rm,\x-y\<r},

write Br := Br(0), let Er stand for the complement of Br, and denote by xr

the characteristic function of Br. If r > 0, we further introduce the set C^°(Br)

of functions <p : Br -+ C with the property that there exists a cf> £ C03O(Rm) with

<P = 4>\B~r.
If /: Rm —► R is a measurable function and if r > 0, R > 0, let us put

Nr(f):= sup [     \x-y\2-m\f(y)\dy,        NR r(q) := Nr(xRf) ;
x€Rm JBr(x)

f is defined to be in the Kato class K(Rm) and KXoc(Rm), respectively, pro-

vided that

limNr(f) = 0,        lim NR r(f) = 0       (R > 0).
/■J.0 r|0 '

It is well known that if, for every r > 0, Nr(f) < +oo holds, then there is a

number C = C(m) > 0 such that, for every r > 0,

(5)       /   \f\\<p\2<CNr(f)([   |Vp|2 + 4/   \<p\2)        (^Cj(f)).
Jr™ KJe" r  Jnm       /

A similar inequality is proved in Schechter [13, Chapter 6, Theorem 9.2].

If / £ L~(Rm), and if r > 0, R > 0, we abbreviate

ffÄr(/):=   sup   |/(*)-/(y)|.
x,y€BR

\x-y\<r

It is clear that if f £ C°(Rm), then we have inff>0 oRr(f) = 0   (R > 0).

Finally, let us adopt the following notation. If /: Rm -> R, v: Rm ^ C are

measurable functions, and if X £ R, then v is called a distributional solution

of the equation (-A + f)v = Xv according to v , fv € Lloc(Rw) and

/"   v(-A + f-X)<p = 0       (<p £ C20(Rm)).
jRm

After these preparations, we proceed to establish the Schrödinger operator which

we shall study. To this end, let q : Rm —► R be a measurable function with q £

LXoc(Rm), and let q+ and q~ be the positive and negative parts, respectively, of

q, i.e., q+, q~ > 0, q = q+ - q~ . Let us introduce the Hermitian sesquilinear

forms s, s', and ? on C^°(Rm) by

s{tp,y/)\= ¡   (V<p-Vv + q+<py7),        s'(<p,y):=-       q~<py7
Jr1" Jr"1
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(cp, y/ £ C0DO(Rm)), and put t := s + s . In view of our purposes, it is adequate

to assume additionally that q~ £ K(Rm) and q+ £ A:ioc(Rm). Using (5) with /

replaced by q~ , one can then show that 5 is closable and bounded from below

with lower bound zero, and that s is s-bounded from below and from above

with lower s-bound zero. Accordingly, t is closable and bounded from below.

Writing 5 and 7, respectively, for the closure of 5 and t, and letting Hs be

the completion of CQx(Rm) with respect to the scalar product

(cp, y/)  := s(cp, y/) + /    <py7       (cp, y/ £ C0°°(Rm)),
Jr"1

we have that D(l) — D(s) = Hs (D stands for domain). We now define T

as the s.a. operator in L (Rm) associated with 1 by the first representation

theorem (cf. Kato [9, VI, Theorem 2.1]). It is clear that D(T) c Hs, and that

T is bounded from below. If q £ LXoc(Rm), and if T0 := (-A + q) \ C0°°(Rm),

then T is equal to the Friedrichs extension of TQ .

Now we are in a position to state our main result.

Theorem 1. Let q~ £ K(Rm) and q+ £ KXoc(Rm), and let X < inf ae(T). If there

is a number R > 0 with the property that there exists a distributional solution

v of (-A + q)v = Xv in Rm with v > 0 in ER, then the set a(T) n (-00, X)

is finite.

Proof. Let R > 0 as described in the theorem be fixed. We provisionally take

for granted that inequality (4) holds true. (This inequality will be verified in

the course of proving Lemma 4.)

First, it is clear that the Hermitian sesquilinear form a on C^(BR+X) defined

by

a(<p,yi):=\¡     Vcp.vT¡¡       (<p, ys £ C™(B^))

is nonnegative and closable. Since C™(BR+X) is dense in Hl(BR+x), we have

Ha = D(a) = Hl(BR+x) (notations similar to the above). Let A be the s.a. op-

eratorin L2(BR+X) associated with a~ according to the first representation theo-

rem. We notice that the form domain Q(A) of A meets Q(A) = Hl(BR+x), as

is seen by the second representation theorem (see Kato [9, VI, Theorem 2.23]).

Since, for z £ p(A), the resolvent R(z, A) is further proved to be compact (see

Reed and Simon [12, XIII. 14, Corollary 1, p. 258]), we know that the spectrum

a(A) is discrete, specifically that there is a sequence (pn) in a(A) andanONB

(y>n) in D(A) of real-valued functions with px < p2 < • ■ • < pn —> 00 (n —► 00),

and Acpn = pncpn(n £ N). If C > 0 is a fixed number satisfying (4), then there

is evidently an n0 £ N such that pn > C. By the minimax principle (see Reed

and Simon [12, XIII. 1, Theorem XIII.2, p. 78]), defining

M:=\u\u£L2(BR+x), I     u<pk = 0(k£{l,...,n0-l})\ ,
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and observing the above representation for Q(A), we obtain

K =      inf        ^-r-   =        inf Ä+1

2

R+l

"o     (M?€(2^)nil/ 1     J-      (^     I      o*9€H¡(BR+¡)nM \     ¡B     \cp

and thus

(6) \f     \Vu\2>c[     \u\2       (u£Hl(BR+x)f)M).
Jbr+\ Jbr+\

From (4) we have

\ Í     \Vu\2 <l(u) + (C-X) [   \u\2<oo       (u£H),
1JB^, JRm

whence u £ Hs implies u £ Hl(BR+x), and inequality (4) is extended to <p £

Hs. Writing

M:=lu\u£L2(Rm),   f     «i»fc = 0(Jk€{l,...,«0-l})|,

and letting X be as stated in the theorem, we infer from (4) and (6) that

(7) f (T-X)wü>Q      (u£D(T)nM).
jRm

With the help of (7), the conclusion of our theorem now follows from a general

result in Glazman [7, Theorem 12, p. 15] based on the spectral theorem.

2. Tools

Our first objective is to draw a useful conclusion from inequality (5).

Lemma 1. If for every r > 0, R > 0, NR r(f) < +oc holds, then for every

R > 0 there is a number C - C(m, R) > 0 such that, for every 0 < r < 1,

(8) /   \f\\<p\2<CNRr(f)([   \Vcp\2 + -2f   \<p\2)        (cp£C™(Rm)).
Jbr \Jbr r Jbr      J

Proof. Let R > 0. By an extension theorem (see, e.g., Lions and Magenes [10,

Chapter 1, Theorem 8.1]), we obtain a number C'(R) > 0 with the property

that, for every y/ £ C™(BR+X), there exists a yi £ C0'(Rm) with y> \ BR = y/

and

(9) /   m2<C f   W\2, [ (\Vys\2 + \y7\2)<C' [ (\Vyv\2 + \y,\2).
Jr'"                 Jb„                 Jr1" Jb„

°°(1W
Thus, letting cp £ C0 (R  ), abbreviating <pQ:= <p \ BR , and denoting by <p0 an

extension of tpQ to Rm as above, then according to (5) and (9), we have, for
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0<r< 1,

IPol2f \f\\<p\2= [  \XRf\
Jbr JRm

<CNRJf) {/R.IVW2 + ^/RJ«2}

Replacing CC' by C, we arrive at the asserted inequality.

Our next purpose is to consider some basic properties of distributional so-

lutions to Schrödinger equations. Throughout the following, we always under-

stand q : Rm —► R to be a measurable function.

Lemma 2. Let q £ L¡0C(Rm) and X £ R.  If v  is a distributional solution of

(-A + q)v = Xv in Rm with v £ Lf°(Rm), andifVv and Av are, respectively,

the distributional gradient and Laplacian, then we have Vv e Lloc(Rm), Av £

L¡(Rm). If, in addition, q £ K,(Rm), then v £ C°(Rm).

We show that (Vv)2 £ Kx   (Rm), but we first state a preparative result.

"locV

"locV

The first implication is an easily verified result (see also Simon [14, Proposi-

tion B.3.2, Lemma C.2.1]). As for the second, we refer to Aizenman and Simon

[1, Theorem 1.5].

:  \ocV

Proposition 1. Let q £ KXoi.(Rm) and X £ R. If v is a real-valued distributional

solution of (-A + q)v = Xv  in Rm, and if x £ Rm,  r > 0, then there is a

uniquely determined harmonic function h in Br(x) such that

(10)

v^ = i™ ~?v,    Í     fr' z|2_m[^) - ¿M*) dz + h(y)       (y £ Br(x)).
(m - Z)com jBr{x)

(com is the surface area of the unit sphere in Rm .)

Proposition 1 can be confirmed by working with regularizations of v and qv

(cf. Gilbarg and Trudinger [6, Chapter 7.2]), applying the corresponding result

for smooth functions and subsequently using a limiting process. We dispense

with carrying out the details.

Lemma 3. Let q £ A^loc(Rm) and X £ R.  If v  is a real-valued distributional

solution of (-A + q)v = Xv in Rm , then there is a number C = C(m) > 0 with
i
4

,2

the property that, for xeRm, 0<r<4, and R > 0. We have

(11) C f \x-y\2-m(Vv(y))2dy<(NR+x 5r((q - X)v))2 + {a      r(v)f
JBr(x)nBR

Proof. Without loss of generality, let us assume that X = 0, and let v be as

above. Let x £Rm , 0 < r < \, R > 0 be fixed; furthermore, put

"^:= <„, ~L, Í   \y-zi2""V)(z)dz   (yGB3Áx))-
(m - Z)com JB {x)
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and let A be the harmonic function in BJr(x) with

(12) v(y) = u(y) + h(y)       (y £ B3r(x))

according to Proposition 1. We first prove that there is a number C - C(m) > 0

with

(13) / \x-y\2-m(Vu(y))2dy<C(NR+x 4r(qv))2.
JBr(x)nBR

To begin with, we note that

Vu(y) = —[      (y-z)\y-z\~m(qv)(z)dz       (a.a. y £ B3r(x)).
Wm JBir(x)

We further observe that, for S > 0, the function

fs(y) ■= [       \y~ zf-m\(qv)(z)\ dz       (a.a. y £ B,r(x))
JBir(x)

is in Ll(B3r(x)).   In particular, we have  |Vw| £ Ll(B3r(x)).   But, since by

Lemma 2 Vv £ L20C(RW), from (12) we obtain V« £ L2(Br(x)).

We now set about estimating several integrals.  First, we at once have, for

ö>0,

(14) JB-{X)

[       \y-z\X+S'2-m\qv\dz
JB,Jx)

< \y-z\l~m\qv\dz       (a.a. y £ B3r(x)).
JB„(x)

Further, considering a.a. y £ Br(x) n BR

~m\qv\dz\[f    \y-*\M
\JBJr(x)

< \y - z\ ~m\qv\dz- I \y - z\ ~m\qv\dz
JB,r(y)nBR+l JB3r(x)nBR+¡

< NR+X 4r(qv) / \y - zf'm\qv\dz.
JBir(x)nBR+¡

Next, referring to Hellwig [8, IV, §4.1, Hilfssatz 1], we obtain a number C

C(m) such that, for 0 < S < 1,

(16)        /   \x-y\2-m\y-z\S~mdy<C\x-z\2+ö-m       (z£Rm,z¿x).
jRm

We now use (15), apply the theorems of Tonelli and Fubini, and subsequently
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take account of (16), to conclude, for 0 < S < 1, that

(17)

|v - z\    m\qv\dz ) dy

I \x-y\2m( \y-z\l+S/2 m\qv\dz)   dy
JBr(x)nBR \JB2r(x) J

<NR+X4r(qv)[ \X-y\2-mU
JBr{x)f\BR \JB3r(x)DB

<NR+XAr(qv) \qv(z)\(       \x - y\2~m\y - zf~mdy) dz
JBir{x)nBR+l \JRm /

< C • NR+X 4r(qv) \x-z\2~m\qv\dz
JB,.(x)nB0,,iB3r(x)nBR+l

<C-(NR+X,r(qv))2.

By virtue of the theorem of B. Levi, noticing that, for 0 < \y-z\ < 1, obviously

\y - zf î 1   (S 10), we gather from (14) that

;i8)

/       \y-z\l m\qv\dz
JB,r(x)

= lim/      \y-z\l+ó/2-m\qv\dz       (a.a. y € Br(x)),
si° JBir(x)

and further conclude from (17) and (18) that

/ \x-y\2""    /       \y-z\x~m\qv\dz\   dy
JBr(x)nBR \JB,r(x) J

= 1Ín?/ \x-y\2~""    /       \y-z\l+â/2~m\qv\dz)   dy
HO Jßr(x)nBR \JBir(x) J

<C-(NR+X4r(qv))2,

of which estimate (13) is an immediate consequence.

Second, we prove the existence of a number C = C(m) > 0 satisfying

(19) / \x-y\2 m\Vh\2dy<C(aR+Xr(v))2 + C(NR+x 5r(qv))2
JB.(x)nB„\(x)r\BR

First of all, it is clear that A e C°°(B3r(x)), and that each component of VA is

again harmonic. If y £ Br(x), and if n is the continuous unit outward normal

field on dBr(y), then by the mean-value property of Vh and Gauss's theorem,

we obtain from (12)

m     f v
Vh(y) =-m /       [v(z) - v(y)]n(z) do(z)

COmr     JdBr(y)

j        f
-m /        u(z)n(z)do(z).
r     JdBAv)

(20) m

m'      JdBr(y)
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It is not difficult to see that, for y £ BR,

(21) /        \v(z)-v(y)\do(z)<comoR+x r(v)-rm~\
JdBr{y)

Besides, we have, for y £ Br(x) n BR ,

(22) /       \u\2 do(z)
JdBJv)

1

ldBr(y)

LdBr(y) (m - 2)com JB^x)
\z-t\2 m(qv)(t)dt do(z)

<
[m-lfcoi I isJdBr(y)  \JBir(z)HBR

\z-t\2 m\qv\dt)   do(z)

<(^+1>5,(^))2'-W"1-

Using (20), (21), and (22), we hence obtain

\x-y\2-m\Vh\2dy
B(x)nB„

<
2m

- co2 r2m
m

I,x)r\BR
\x-y\

,2-w
/        \v(z)-v(y)\do(z)\   dy

KJdBr(y) J

+ HttÍ \x-ytm{¡       \u\2do(z))dy
)mr JBr(x)nBR \JdBr(y) J

< 2m2com(aR+Xr(v))2 + 2m2 ■ (NR+X 5r(qv))2,

which implies estimate (19).

Finally, an application of the Cauchy inequality and the use of (13) and (19)

lead to the claimed inequality (11).

As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3, we note the essential result:

Corollary 1. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 3 and with the above meaning of

v , we have (Vv)2 £ A:,0C(Rm).

The following identity provides our device for verifying inequality (4). It

is characterized by the absence of any surface integral, as was promised in the

introduction.

Proposition 2. Let q £ L,10C(Rm) and X£R. If w £ C°°(Rm), w > 0, then we

have, for R > 0,

(23) j    {\V<p\2 + (q-X)\<p\2}

-L {->2-;~^-w+(^)V}

+/   p w
+[q-X-

Aw

w H2} (cp £ C~(Rm)).
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Proof. This follows from the identity

\Vcp\2 + (q-X)\cp\2

„ (Vw .    tl\ 2
= vl—\<p\)+w V^

w
2+{q-X-^\cp\2        «p£C~(Rm))

and a repeated application of Gauss's theorem to the first term on the right-hand

side of the equation.

We turn our attention now to the proof of inequality (4). As a first step, we

shall make detailed use of regularizations. If / e Lloc(Rm), and if e > 0, we

denote the regularization of f by fE; i.e., letting r\ £ C0x(Rm) be a fixed non-

negative and spherically symmetric function satisfying r\ \ Ex =0, Jrj — 1

(integration over Rm), we put

/,(*) :- «"" ¡^ n (^) f(y) dy      (x £ Rm).

We state

Lemma 4. Let q £ K]oc(Rm) and X £R. If R > 0 is a number such that there

exists a distributional solution v of (-A + q)v — Xv in Rm with v >0 in ER,

then there is a number C — C(m, R, q, X, v) > 0 satisfying

f  {\V<p\2 + (q- X)\y>\2} >\i     \V<p\2 - C i     \<p\2       (<p £ C0°°(Rm)).
h» 2 JBr+¡ JBr+¡

Proof. Let R > 0 be as described above and, without loss of generality, let v

be real-valued. We first claim that there is a number C = C(v) > 0 such that

(24)

i     {\V<p\2 + (q-X)\cp\2}>-cf     (l + \q\ + (Vv)2)\<p\2

-ici    (l + |Vt;|)|p||Vp|       (<p£C0x(Rm)).
JBR+i

In order to prove (24), let a £ C0x(Rm) be a function satisfying a(x) = 1

(x £ BR+x/2), a(x) = 0 (x £ ER+X), as well as 0 < a(x) < 1 (x £ Rm), and

further put w := a + (l-a)v . We obviously have w > 0 and, applying Lemma

2 to v , we infer that w £ C°(Rm), Vw £ LXoc(Rm), and Aw £ L¡0C(Rm). It is

also clear that, for e > 0, we have (indicating, as above, a regularization by an

index e) w£ > 0, we £ C°°(Rm). Moreover, writing ß := 1 — a, one verifies,

for e > 0, that

(25) VwE = (Va)£ + (Vß-v)£ + (ß-Vv)£       and

(26) AwE = (Aa)£ + (Aß ■ v)£ + (ßqv)£ + 2(Vß ■ Vv)£.

The proofs of (25) and (26) involve no difficulties; they use only the properties

of v and a simple lemma from Gilbarg and Trudinger [6, Chapter 7, Lemma
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7.3]. Noting that a, Va, Aa, and v are bounded on BR+2, one obtains a

number K = K(v) such that, for 0 < e < 1 ,

(27) \VwE(x)\<K(\ + \W\£(x))       (x£BR+x)       and
2,

(28) \AwE(x)\<K(\ + \q\£(x) + (Vv):(x))       (x £ BR+X).

If A > 0 is a number with w(x) > A   (x £ BR+2), then, for 0 < e < 1 , we

have w£(x) > A   (x £ BR+X), and this in conjunction with (27) leads to the

estimate

f      Vw K   f
(29)2/      —+Re(<p-V<p)<2-        (1 + \Vv\£)\<p\ \V<p\       (<p£C™(Rm)).

JBR+l    We A JBR+i

Similarly, using (28), we obtain, for 0 < e < 1,

(30, /     ^

<-A    {^ + \q\e + (Vv)2£}\y>\2       (<p£C0x(Rm)).
A JBR+¡

We now employ Proposition 2 and use estimates (29) and (30) to find, for

0 < e < 1, that

(31)   /     {\Vq>\2 + (q-X)\<p\2}

>-^f    {^ + \<ll + (Vv)2£}\<p\2-2^i    (\ + \W\E)\cp\\V<p\
A Jb^, a Jb^,

L h-AvE + (q-X)v\\cp\2       (cp£C™(Rm)).

By letting e —► 0, we will show that (31) changes into the stated inequality (24).

In fact, if q> £ CQy2(Rm) is fixed, then there are numbers r = r(cp) > 0 and

A = A(cp) > 0 with supp y> C Br and, for 0 < e < 1, w£(x) > A(x £ Br). As a

consequence, we obtain

(32) /     h-Av£ + (q-X)v£\\<p\2< i i-| - (qv)£ + qv£\ \<p\2
JER+I Ve JBr W£

-A]     ̂ '^^eW^2+ ^SUP\V-Ve\  I    WM2-

Since (qv)£ —> qv in LlXoc(Rm), and since v£ —> v uniformly on every compact

set as e —» 0, we gather from (32) that

(33) /     h-Avg + (q-X)ve\\9\2-+0      (e^O).
Je„., v.

R+i       «

locVAccording to (33) and the fact that \q\£ -» \q\ and (Vv)2£ -► (Vv)2 in L,'( '

as e —> 0, inequality (24) follows, letting C stand for K/A.
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Now, on account of (24), there is a number C = C(v) > 0 such that, for

0 < 6 < 1, we have

(34)       /   (IVç^ + te-^M2)jRm

>(\-2Cd)f     \v9\2-lg-[     \<p\2-(i + \X\ + C) f     \q\\<p\2
JBR+l °    JBR+l Jbr+i

-2-^i    (Vv)2\tp\2       (cp£C~(Rm)).
9   JBR+i

An appropriate choice of 8 in (34) shows that there is a number C = C(X, v) >

0 with

(35) /  (\Vcp\2 + (q-X)\cp\2)>\i     \Vcp\2-cf     \cp\2
Jw" « Jbr+í Jbr+¡

-CÍ    (M + (V^)2)M2
JB„.,

(cp £ C~(Rm)).

Abbreviating Q := \q\+(Vv)2 , we infer from Corollary 1 that Q £ ATloc(Rm). In

particular, Q meets the assumptions of Lemma 1, whence we obtain a number

C = C(m ,R)>0 such that, for 0 < r < 1,

(36)
OO/TTt,»!^

/     QW\2<CNR+Xr(Q)(f     \Vcp\2 + -2f     \(p\2)        (<p£C{
Jbr+í '        \Jbr+¡ r  Jbr+1       J

By (35) and (36), with an appropriate choice of r, we arrive at the stated

inequality.

On account of Lemma 4, the proof of Theorem 1 is now complete.
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